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ABSTRACT

Early works on external solution archiving have pointed out the
bene�ts of unbounded archivers and there have been great ad-
vances, theoretical and algorithmic, in bounded archiving methods.
Moreover, recent work has shown that the populations of most
multi- and many-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) lack
the properties that one would desire when trying to �nd a bounded
Pareto-optimal front. Despite all these results, many recent MOEAs
are still being proposed, analyzed and compared without consider-
ing any kind of archiver assuming their additional computational
cost is not justi�ed. In this paper, we investigate the e�ect of us-
ing various kinds of archivers, improving over previous studies in
several aspects: (i) the parameters of MOEAs with and without an
external archiver are tuned separately using automatic con�gura-
tion methods; (ii) we consider a comprehensive range of problem
scenarios (number of objectives, function evaluations, computa-
tion time limit); (iii) we employ multiple, complementary quality
metrics; and (iv) we study the e�ect of unbounded archivers and
two state-of-the-art bounded archiving methods. Our results show
that both unbounded and bounded archivers are bene�cial even for
many-objective problems. We conclude that future proposals and
comparisons of MOEAs must include archiving as an algorithmic
component.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Multi-objective optimization (MO) has become one of the most
prominent applications of evolutionary algorithms (EAs). Indeed,
the research on multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs)
has produced over the past three decades a rich literature on algo-
rithms and theoretical foundations that have been instrumental for
advancing the broader MO �eld [9, 10]. However, until recently it
remained unclear what actually is the state-of-the-art in MOEAs [4]
for two major reasons. The �rst is the speed at which novel algo-
rithms are proposed, posing a signi�cant challenge for benchmark-
ing e�orts. The second is the lack of rigor in the assessment of
these more recently proposed algorithms, best illustrated by sev-
eral shortcomings in many comparisons. A �rst shortcoming is
the limited number of algorithms usually being compared, either
including only “popular” MOEAs, without citing any independent
experimental comparison supporting this choice, or excluding other
MOEAs due to misconceptions about their performance or suit-
ability for speci�c scenarios. For instance, there is a widespread
belief that SMS-EMOA [3] is too computationally expensive for
more than three objectives. However, thanks to recent advances
in the computation of the hypervolume [2, 8, 14, 31], i.e., novel
algorithms that scale better with respect to the number of objec-
tives, SMS-EMOA is able to outperform other MOEAs speci�cally
designed for many-objective problems, so long as it is properly
tuned for this scenario [6]. In a similar way, algorithms like NSGA-
II [12] and SPEA2 [35] are regarded unsuitable for many-objective
optimization. Yet, the major issue with these algorithms concerns
environmental selection [25], so external archiving is likely to im-
prove their performance.

Several other shortcomings can also be identi�ed, such as (i) com-
paring algorithms that are based on di�erent underlying EAs, thus
potentially mixing the e�ects of the MO and the EA components;
(ii) the lack of proper algorithm con�guration, generally reusing
familiar parameter settings or settings based on limited and often
unstructured preliminary experiments; (ii) using a single perfor-
mance metric to evaluate results, even when it is widely known
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that the most relevant metrics may disagree [5, 20]; and/or (iv) over-
generalizing results when the stopping criteria and/or problem sizes
are not broad enough.

In recent work [6], we have addressed these issues in a �rst e�ort
to assess the state-of-the-art in MOEAs. In more detail, we have
compared 9 MOEAs and their variants (totalizing 14 independently
proposed algorithms) using the most relevant arti�cial benchmark
sets, underlying EAs, performance metrics, and algorithm con�g-
uration tools available. In addition, that analysis has considered
di�erent numbers of objectives and stopping criteria, increasing the
soundness and generality of the conclusions. Some of the insights
identi�ed match the common sense in the community, such as the
e�ect of dominance resistance and the disagreement between per-
formance metrics. Others made evident that some conclusions from
prior, less comprehensive studies may have been premature, such
as the improvements of more recent algorithms over older ones,
which have been over-estimated.

This paper continues the e�ort to assess the state-of-the-art
in MOEAs, speci�cally for what concerns the e�ects of archivers
on their performance. Our work is closely related to the work
of Tanabe et al. [28], who compared a number of MOEAs using a
wide range of numbers of objectives and stopping criteria, with and
without archivers. Unfortunately, in that work the parameters of
the algorithms were not con�gured to perform at their best, with
no choice of underlying EAs, and quality was evaluated in terms of
a non-standard metric. In this paper, we overcome these limitations
by applying automatic algorithm con�guration before comparing
algorithms and by using standard quality metrics to ensure the
generality of our conclusions.

In the �rst part of our work, we use MOEAs with unbounded, ex-
ternal archivers, and automatically con�gure them to adapt to this
component. Results are strongly a�ected by all the experimental
factors we consider, i.e., the factors considered in [6] plus archive
type, truncation strategy, and capacity. Results show consistent
improvements in the performance of all MOEAs on all scenar-
ios. Surprisingly, archiver bene�ts are even stronger on scenarios
where its overhead is expected to be too high for practical pur-
poses, namely many-objective scenarios with constrained runtime.
In the second part of our work, we study the e�ect of bounded
archivers and the loss in quality for various archiving methods and
bound sizes. Results show losses when compared to unbounded
archivers, which, however, are in general acceptable, depending on
the capacity of the archive. Our results suggest that a promising
MOEA design combines smaller population sizes, which increase
convergence pressure and reduce search overhead, with bounded
archiving methods that ensure high-quality �nal approximation
fronts.

Although our work produces the relevant insights discussed
above, the data generated during our researchmay also be examined
with respect to other research questions. We therefore add the
produced data to our public MOEA experimental data repository1

to stir further investigations.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2

brie�y reviews the MOEA literature, highlighting the algorithms
we consider and discussing the related literature on archiving. In

1https://github.com/leobezerra/moea-benchmark

Section 3, we revisit the previously proposed assessment setup
from [6], which we reuse in this work for comparability. Sections 4–
5 respectively detail how we extend it to account for the e�ects of
unbounded and bounded archivers, and discusses the major insights
from these investigations. We conclude in Section 6, highlighting
promising possibilities for future work.

2 BACKGROUND

Our experimental investigation includes a number of relevant
MOEAs representative of the literature. In this section, we �rst
brie�y review the MOEAs we assess, explaining our motivation for
this selection. Next, we discuss archiving methods, highlighting the
ones we adopt in this investigation.

2.1 Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms

As previously discussed, the more than three decades of MOEA
research has produced a number of algorithms. Here, we consider
algorithms classi�ed into three main groups:

Dominance-based MOEAs were the �rst proposed with the goal
of demonstrating that it was possible to achieve a set of mutu-
ally nondominated solutions from a single run. This was achieved
through the combination of a �tness and a diversity component,
respectively responsible for convergence and keeping a spread,
well-distributed approximation front. As a historical baseline,2 we
consider MOGA [16] from this earliest group of MOEAs. Later,
it became default practice for dominance-based algorithms to
adopt elitism; these MOEAs are represented in our assessment
by NSGA-II [12] and SPEA2 [35].
Indicator-based MOEAs were proposed as an improvement over
dominance-based ones. They adopt quality indicators as a re�ne-
ment of dominance-based �tness components, given that indicators
are able to discriminate between nondominated solutions and are
expected to be less a�ected by the increase in the number of objec-
tives. We take IBEA [34], SMS [3], and MO-CMA-ES [18, 30] as
examples of early MOEAs from this group. Later, indicator-based
MOEAs were proposed to address many-objective optimization, i.e.,
problems with more than three objectives. We take HypE [1] to
represent these many-objective indicator-based MOEAs.
Decomposition-based proposals were among the �rst in the
MOEA literature, yet did not gain as much attention as dominance-
based ones. In part, this is explained by the geometries of arti�cial
problems typically employed in the assessment of MOEAs, which
may deceive decomposition-based algorithms into searching along
non-promising directions of the objective space. To avoid some of
such potential disadvantages, MOEA/D [32, 33], proposed a dy-
namic selection of search directions. A number of decomposition-
based algorithms were more recently proposed for many-objective
optimization, from which we select NSGA-III [11].

2.2 Unbounded and Bounded Archivers

Archiving is the strategy of storing a (external) set of nondominated
solutions, an archive, in addition to the MOEAmain population [29].
In their most usual form, archives are external to the evolutionary

2We choose this approach over adopting a random search or dummy optimizer for
baseline, because adopting MOGA as a baseline indicates the actual improvements
achieved by MOEA research over the years.
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process, that is, they do not in�uence the trajectory of the search,
and keep only nondominated solutions. In this paper, we use the
term archiver to denote the algorithm that decides which solutions
are stored in an archive.

There are two major motivations for employing archiving, re-
lated to the overhead and progress of the evolutionary process.
Concerning overhead, increasing the number of objectives natu-
rally pushes approximation fronts to present more solutions, yet
large population sizes incur an increased computational overhead.
This large size is also detrimental for the progress of evolutionary
process, since it becomes more di�cult to select solutions for varia-
tion. Progress is also a�ected by the quality of solutions maintained:
keeping only nondominated solutions in a population would mean
a high risk of stagnation or converging to a narrow region of the ob-
jective space. Since the population size needs to be kept constrained,
this e�ectively means nondominated solutions get eventually dis-
carded, sometimes in exchange for dominated ones. In the long
run, this may result in the population not converging to optimal-
ity (or at all), and that solutions (or even the whole population)
may be dominated by solutions (or populations) from a previous
stage of the run [25]. The use of an external archive alleviates these
problems by freeing the population being evolved from having to
maintain the best possible approximation front found so far.

Ideally, archives would be unbounded in order to store every
nondominated solution found and fully approximate the whole
Pareto-optimal front. Yet, it is common to bound archives through
some truncation technique for practical reasons. Bounded archives
may su�er from the same issues just discussed for populations. We
also di�erentiate o�ine and online archiving. In o�ine archiving,
an unbounded archive is used during the run and truncated only
when the run is over; in online archiving, a bounded archive is used
all along the run.3

Below, we brie�y summarize the most important properties
archives should present [25]:

Monotonicity means the archive does not deteriorate, i.e., a solu-
tion at a given stage of the run is never dominated by a solution
previously discarded.

⊳-monotonicity means the archive does not⊳-deteriorate, i.e., the
approximation front at a later stage of the run is never worse,
according to the weakly dominance relation among fronts [36],
than a front at an earlier stage.

Limit-stability means the archive eventually converges to an ap-
proximation front that does not change.

Limit-optimality means the archive converges to a subset of the
Pareto-optimal front.

So far, no archiver (except an unbounded one) has been proven
to maintain archives that present all of the above desirable prop-
erties. Both multi-grid (MGA [23]) and hypervolume (AAs [21])
archivers have demonstrated all but monotonicity, and for this
reason we adopt them in our assessment. AAs discards solutions
that contribute the least to the hypervolume of the archiver. MGA
dynamically creates a hierarchical grid of boxes that discretize the

3One could further di�erentiate between adding/discarding a single (sequential) or
multiple (one shot) solutions at a time. We adopt the sequential approach and refrain
from further investigating the e�ects of such distinction to keep our assessment
feasible, since it already represents 10 CPU-years e�ort.

Table 1: Experimental setup adopted from [6]. The di�er-

ences in setup are underlined.

Factor Details

Problems DTLZ{2, 4–7}; WFG1–9

M {2, 3, 5, 10}

nvar {20, 21, . . . , 60}

FEmax {2 500, 10 000, 40 000}

ntesting {30, 40, 50}

ntuning nvar \ ntesting

tmax 1h (FEmax = 2 500)
10min (otherwise)

Testing I
rd
H
, Iϵ+, IIGD, IIGD+

25 repetitions

Factor Details

u





[10]M , if M ∈ {2, 3}

[15]5, if M = 5

[25]10, if M = 10

r 1.1 · u

Con�g. irace

20 000 MOEA runs

Iϵ+ (M = 10)

I
rd
H

(otherwise)

objective space, and discards the solution that is dominated by an-
other box at some level of the hierarchy, moving up the hierarchy
as necessary in order to maintain the archive size.

As an implementation note, we run all MOEAs with an un-
bounded archiver, that is, discarding only dominated solutions,
and the �nal archive is returned once the run terminates. Then,
we apply the bounded archivers (MGA and AAs ) to the sequence
of solutions found in the archive. We adopt this approach to save
computational e�ort and make the study feasible, since the bounded
archivers take non-negligible computation times, specially in many-
objective scenarios. Arguably, just storing all solutions ever found
and discarding dominated only at the end of the run could be more
computationally e�cient, specially as the number of objectives in-
creases. Yet, as we will later discuss, results demonstrate that online
unbounded archiving still leads to improved results with respect
to not using archiving, specially for many-objective optimization
problems.

In the next section, we detail the experimental setup we adopt
to investigate the e�ects from these archivers on the performance
of the state-of-the-art MOEAs.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To ensure the generality of our conclusions, we follow the setup pro-
posed in our recent assessment of the state-of-the-art in MOEAs [6],
brie�y summarized in Table 1. In this section, we �rst review that
setup, and in the next sections we explain how we extend it to
assess the e�ects of archiving. Several experimental factors are
considered, which are brie�y explained below. For further details
on any factor, we refer to the original paper.

Arti�cial benchmark sets: We consider the DTLZ [13] and
WFG [17] box-constrained continuous problem sets, with varying
numbers of objectives (M ∈ {2, 3, 5, 10}) and variables (nvar ∈ {20,
21, . . . , 60}). Problems DTLZ1 and DTLZ3 are left out of the investi-
gation since MOEAs are unable to tackle them when their number
of variables is scaled, leading to ceiling e�ects [6].
Stopping criteria: We simulate di�erent computational costs of
function (or solution) evaluations (FE) by providing MOEAs with
varying budgets FEmax ∈ {2 500, 10 000, 40 000}. To ensure the fea-
sibility of our investigation, algorithms are terminated if they
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exceed a maximum runtime tmax = 1 hour (FEmax = 2 500) or
tmax = 10 minutes (otherwise). The maximum runtime is longer
when FEmax = 2 500 since in practice such a reduced FE budget
would only be adopted in the case of computationally costly FEs,
thus requiring a longer cuto� time.
Performancemetrics: We try to evaluate desirable features of ap-
proximation fronts, in particular convergence (related to closeness
to optimality of individual solutions), spread (related to the extent
of the approximation front), and distribution (related to the even-
ness of the approximation front) [20]. The original setup adopted
the relative deviation from an approximation of the optimal hy-
pervolume I rd

H
, the unary additive ϵ-metric Iϵ+, and the inverted

generational distance IIGD performance metrics to assess these fea-
tures. Here, we additionally consider the IIGD+ metric [19], as it is
a Pareto-compliant variant of the IIGD. Since MOEAs are stochatic,
results presented have been collected from 25 independent runs
with pre-selected seeds. Before computing metrics, fronts are pre-
processed by discarding outliers dominated by point u, which is
also used to compute the reference point for I rd

H
.

Underlying evolutionary algorithms: We consider a separa-
tion between MO and EA components. This way, the same set of
MO components may be used in combination with di�erent under-
lying EAs, namely genetic algorithms4 and di�erential evolution. As
a result, algorithms like NSGA-II and DEMO [26], which di�er only
in their underlying EA, are both referred to as NSGA-II (the �rstly
proposed one). The choice of which to use as the underlying EA is
o�ered to all algorithms as a parameter to be con�gured, except for
MO-CMA-ES [18, 30], which uses CMA-ES as the underlying EA.
Algorithm con�guration: Besides the underlying EA choice,
MOEAs generally present numerical parameters to be con�gured.
We use irace [24] to automatically con�gure these parameters for
each MOEA on each scenario (that is, each setting of the number
of objectives and the maximum number of function evaluations)
in order to compare them at their best performance. The irace pro-
cedure is guided by I rd

H
, whenM < 10 and by Iϵ+, otherwise. Each

irace run is allowed 20 000 MOEA runs. To ensure the separation
between tuning and testing benchmark sets, we reserve number
of variables ntesting ∈ {30, 40, 50} for testing and each run of irace
considers as training set all benchmark functions with a common
number of objectives (given by the scenario) and nvar \ ntesting.

In the next sections, we describe the experiments we conducted
to respectively assess the e�ects of unbounded and bounded archiv-
ing on the performance of the selected MOEAs. Note that for each
setting and whether using or not archivers, the algorithms have
undergone the same automatic con�guration process using irace.

4 UNBOUNDED ARCHIVING

In this �rst part of the investigation, we assess MOEAs coupled
with an unbounded archive. Instead of tacitly assuming that the
addition of an unbounded archive does not interact with any MOEA
parameter, we run irace to tune the search behavior of the MOEAs
to the presence of this new component. For brevity, these tuned
settings are provided as supplementary material [7], but the most
important change is that the population sizes become much smaller

4For the purposes of our analysis, we include evolution strategies within the term
genetic algorithms.
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Figure 1: Performance di�erences between runs from

MOEAs with and without unbounded archiving on the sce-

nario with M = 2 and FEmax = 10 000 for selected problems

with nvar = 40. From top to bottom, I rd
H
, Iϵ+, and IIGD.

than for the MOEAs that are tuned without an unbounded archive.
E�ectively, the addition of the unbounded archive allows the pop-
ulation sizes to decrease without a�ecting the size of the �nal set
returned while at the same time increasing convergence pressure
and making mating selection more e�ective. The only exception is
MOEA/D, for which population sizes change little. Other changes
are punctual and algorithm-speci�c, and do not follow a clear-cut
pattern.

In the remainder of this section, we �rst investigate the dif-
ferences in performance incurred by the adoption of unbounded
archiving. Later, we perform an overall comparison between
MOEAs with unbounded archives to understand how this com-
ponent a�ects the state-of-the-art for multi- and many-objective
continuous optimization.

4.1 Di�erences in performance from
unbounded archiving

Since unbounded archives present a trade-o� between the quality
of the approximation front produced and the added computational
overhead, we initially assess whichMOEAs (and onwhich scenarios
they) actually bene�t from this component. We start this analysis
considering scenarios with FEmax = 10 000. Figures 1 and 2 re-
spectively illustrate performance di�erences according to I rd

H
(top),

Iϵ+ (middle), and IIGD (bottom) when M = 2 and M = 10 on se-
lected problems (and sizes). Di�erences are calculated by pairing
runs with and without unbounded archiving, and negative values
represent improvements provided by the unbounded archiver. IIGD+
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Figure 2: Performance di�erences between runs from

MOEAs with and without unbounded archiving on the sce-

nario with M = 10 and FEmax = 10 000 for selected problems

with nvar = 40. From top to bottom, I rd
H
, Iϵ+, and IIGD.

results are not depicted in these plots as our goal is to contrast to
the results discussed in [6], which did not consider it.

In general, runs where archiving is adopted present better re-
sults than runs without archiving. This is true for all indicators
and for all number of objectives, though di�erences are generally
more noticeable for a larger number of objectives (e.g. as shown in
Figure 2 for ten objectives). Nevertheless, the extent of the bene�ts
vary as a function of the experimental factors considered.

We next consider all FEmax scenarios to draw overall conclu-
sions about performance di�erences. For brevity, boxplots for all
metrics and scenarios are provided as supplementary material; yet,
Figures 1– 2 are illustrative of the overall pattern observed. The
bene�ts from archiving on many-objective problems when MOEAs
are given FEmax = 40 000 are rather surprising, given our runtime-
constrained setup. Yet, it is likely explained by the con�guration
performed by irace, giving the opportunity for MOEAs to adapt to
this component.

4.2 Overall state-of-the-art comparison

To assess changes caused by the adoption of unbounded archiving
in the overall comparison of the state-of-the-art MOEAs, we �rst
brie�y review the most important insights from [6], which were
obtained without considering the usage of archivers but using the
same tuning setup:

Patterns whenM < 10: when the number of objectives is low or
moderate, MOEAs are strongly clustered into the group division
of dominance-, indicator-, and decomposition-based algorithms,
as discussed in Section 2, with a few exceptions. SMS and IBEA

are the best performing in general, and MOGA is the worst. The
performances of NSGA-II, SPEA2, and HypE worsens with the
increase in M ; the opposite happens for MO-CMA-ES, MOEA/D,
and NSGA-III.

Disagreements betweenmetrics: whenM = 10, a single MOEA
hardly ranks well according to all metrics—IBEA is the excep-
tion. Other than IBEA, each metric favors a di�erent algorithm
as the best among which we have SMS (I rd

H
), MOEA/D (Iϵ+), and

NSGA-III (IIGD).

Stopping criteria e�ects: since MOEAs have been con�gured
for the di�erent stopping criteria, their rankings do not change
considerably when FEmax is varied. This is only false for MO-CMA-
ES, which performs much better when given more FEs.

We next compare all MOEAs with unbounded archiving to dis-
cuss the changes in insights. We start with a rank sum analysis of
FEmax = 10 000 scenarios, given in Table 2. As previously discussed,
IIGD+ results are also included. The most signi�cant changes are
as follows. The group of best-a�ected MOEAs comprises (i) IBEA,
which is now either the best or the second best-ranked algorithm,
whateverM ; (ii) NSGA-II, even if it is often statistically signi�cantly
worse than the best ranked algorithm, it now ranks consistently
close the group of the best-ranked ones, and; (iii) SPEA2 and HypE,
which bene�t the most from archiving when M < 5. The case of
HypE is the most contrasting one, as it is among the best-ranked
until M becomes large enough so that its Monte Carlo sampling
component is employed (M > 3).5 Conversely, the MOEA that is
a�ected the worst in the sense of being ranked worse than before,
is NSGA-III—it is now unable to rank amongst the best-ranked
MOEAs, whateverM .

When all FEmax scenarios are considered, only some of these
observations hold. To help discuss results from all 12 scenarios
according to the four metrics selected, we provide a summary of
the rank sum analyses in Table 3. Each cell depicts the best-ranked
MOEA and the MOEAs considered statistically equivalent to it
according to the given metric on the given scenario (limited to the
top four ranking algorithms). The �rst impressive remark is the
number of cells in which IBEA is present (39 out of 42). This had
already been the case without archiving, but now it becomes yet
more remarkable given that SMS, the other MOEA that ranked
consistently well without archiving, is now unable to match IBEA
results on most FEmax = 40 000 scenarios.

The analysis provided in Table 3 further highlights the good
performance of NSGA-II (on many scenarios) and of SPEA2 and
HypE (scenarios withM < 5). Concerning NSGA-III, it once again
ranks among the best-ranked according to IIGD, but this time only
when given enough FEs. These results from IIGD are consistent
with IIGD+ results; yet, when all scenarios are considered together,
we notice subtle di�erences between results from these strongly
correlated metrics, growing stronger asM and FEmax increase.

5 BOUNDED ARCHIVING

The results from unbounded archiving discussed in the previous
section were surprisingly positive in the sense that when consider-
ing time-constrained scenarios as we do here, even for the largest

5The sampling component is the likely culprit of this behavior, as we have discussed
in our previous work [6].
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Table 2: Ranking of MOEAs for various metrics and values of M (FEmax = 10 000). Numbers in parenthesis give the rank-sum

di�erence to the best ranked (left-most) MOEA. Algorithms in boldface present rank sums statistically signi�cantly better

than the rest according to Friedman’s non-parametric test (99% con�dence level).

M = 2

I
rd

H
IBEA (0) SMS (6) SPEA2 (28) NSGA-II (53) HypE (55) MOEA/D (104) NSGA-III (120) CMA (159) MOGA (195)

Iϵ+ IBEA (0) SMS (8) SPEA2 (28) NSGA-II (34) HypE (42) MOEA/D (103) CMA (146) NSGA-III (151) MOGA (181)

IIGD SMS (0) IBEA (27) HypE (32) SPEA2 (58) NSGA-II (100) MOEA/D (133) NSGA-III (185) MOGA (204) CMA (206)

IIGD+ SMS (0) IBEA (20) HypE (40) SPEA2 (62) NSGA-II (100) MOEA/D (134) NSGA-III (182) MOGA (206) CMA (210)

M = 3

I
rd

H
SMS (0) IBEA (10) HypE (31) NSGA-II (92) SPEA2 (104) MOEA/D (113) CMA (166) NSGA-III (180) MOGA (230)

Iϵ+ IBEA (0) HypE (8) SMS (18) NSGA-II (120) SPEA2 (136) CMA (171) MOEA/D (185) NSGA-III (205) MOGA (209)

IIGD HypE (0) IBEA (9) SMS (37) NSGA-II (99) SPEA2 (142) MOEA/D (146) NSGA-III (197) MOGA (210) CMA (212)

IIGD+ IBEA (0) HypE (10) SMS (24) NSGA-II (103) SPEA2 (149) MOEA/D (161) NSGA-III (196) CMA (207) MOGA (238)

M = 5

I
rd

H
SMS (0) IBEA (53) MOEA/D (98) NSGA-II (117) SPEA2 (143) CMA (171) HypE (177) NSGA-III (188) MOGA (258)

Iϵ+ SMS (0) IBEA (10) MOEA/D (100) CMA (105) NSGA-III (128) NSGA-II (162) SPEA2 (174) MOGA (199) HypE (228)

IIGD IBEA (0) SMS (6) NSGA-III (88) MOEA/D (98) CMA (99) SPEA2 (122) NSGA-II (143) HypE (152) MOGA (164)

IIGD+ SMS (0) IBEA (28) MOEA/D (106) NSGA-III (132) NSGA-II (152) SPEA2 (164) CMA (165) HypE (220) MOGA (265)

M = 10

I
rd

H
SMS (0) IBEA (29) MOEA/D (41) NSGA-II (69) CMA (71) NSGA-III (135) HypE (149) SPEA2 (199) MOGA (270)

Iϵ+ MOEA/D (0) IBEA (10) NSGA-II (114) NSGA-III (148) SMS (162) SPEA2 (177) CMA (183) MOGA (203) HypE (218)

IIGD IBEA (0) NSGA-II (88) SPEA2 (94) NSGA-III (142) HypE (163) MOEA/D (168) CMA (170) SMS (170) MOGA (184)

IIGD+ IBEA (0) MOEA/D (66) NSGA-II (105) SMS (131) NSGA-III (155) CMA (173) SPEA2 (193) HypE (205) MOGA (250)

Table 3: Summary of the statistical test results from each metric per scenario (rows: FEmax; columns: M). Each cell shows

MOEAs, in ranking order, that are not statistically signi�cantly di�erent from the best-ranked one in the cell according to

Friedman’s non-parametric test (99% con�dence level).

2 3 5 10

I
rd
H

Iϵ+ IIGD IIGD+ I
rd
H

Iϵ+ IIGD IIGD+ I
rd
H

Iϵ+ IIGD IIGD+ I
rd
H

Iϵ+ IIGD IIGD+

2 500 IBEA IBEA IBEA IBEA SMS IBEA IBEA IBEA SMS IBEA IBEA SMS SMS MOEA/D IBEA IBEA
SMS SMS SMS SMS IBEA HypE HypE SMS SMS SMS IBEA IBEA MOEA/D

SMS SMS HypE

10 000 IBEA IBEA SMS SMS SMS IBEA HypE IBEA SMS SMS IBEA SMS SMS MOEA/D IBEA IBEA
SMS SMS IBEA IBEA IBEA HypE IBEA HypE IBEA SMS IBEA IBEA IBEA
SPEA2 SPEA2 HypE HypE HypE SMS SMS SMS MOEA/D

NSGA-II

40 000 IBEA IBEA HypE HypE IBEA IBEA IBEA IBEA IBEA IBEA IBEA IBEA NSGA-II IBEA IBEA IBEA
NSGA-II NSGA-II IBEA IBEA HypE HypE SMS NSGA-II MOEA/D MOEA/D NSGA-II NSGA-III
SPEA2 SPEA2 SMS SMS NSGA-II IBEA NSGA-III
SMS HypE

number of objectives considered, an unbounded archive was found
to be useful. In this section, we conduct additional experiments
to assess scenarios when bounded archiving is used. As discussed
in Section 2, we assess two di�erent archivers, MGA and AAs .
Furthermore, we consider two di�erent capacities, 100 and 1000
solutions, to match the population size values traditionally used for
the range of objectives studied here. As a proxy to the results with
bounded archivers, we truncate the results of the tuned MOEAs
from Section 4 to avoid re-tuning all the MOEAs for each archiver

and for each capacity of the archive; re-tuning the MOEAs for such
scenarios is planned as future work.

Figures 3 and 4 show the performance di�erences for all MOEAs
with unbounded or bounded archivers with respect to MOEAs not
using archives. Results are given for the FEmax = 40 000 scenarios,
aggregated across all problems. In more detail, Fig. 3 shows results
forM = 5, where all archivers are tested, and Fig. 4 shows results
forM = 10, where AAs is not tested due to its high computational
cost. In general, performance di�erences vary not only as a function
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Figure 3: Boxplots of performance di�erences for M = 5 and FEmax = 40000, grouped by MOEA and benchmark function,

depicting the di�erent archiving alternatives. From top to bottom: I rd
H
, Iϵ+, and IIGD.

ofM and the archiver, but also as a function of the given MOEA and
performance metric. For instance, variance according to I

rd
H

(top)
plots is much smaller than for Iϵ+ (middle) or IIGD (bottom).

Interestingly, Figure 3 indicates that the archive capacity is much
more in�uential than the archiving method, in this case. In fact,
considering the location of the boxplots of the performance di�er-
ences, those for unbounded archive and an archive capacity of 1000
are typically aligned, while for an archive capacity of 100 usually
less improvement is observed – independent on whether the MGA
or the AAs archiver is used. Still, an archive capacity of 100 seems
to be su�cient to improve the performance of most MOEAs when
compared to the tuned MOEAs without using archives, at least
for �ve objectives. When considering the results withM = 10, an
archive capacity of 100 leads, at least for some MOEAs and for some
indicators, to worse performance than when not using archiving
at all, hence indicating that an appropriate archive capacity will
depend on the number of objectives.

Finally, we additionally conducted a rank sum analysis to identify
which MOEAs bene�t the most from archiving. Our focus in this
analysis is on the unbounded archives, given that the results with a
large archive capacity are close to that from an unbounded archive.

No statistically signi�cant di�erences are observed for any speci�c
scenario, indicating that none of theMOEAs bene�ts from archiving
more signi�cantly than others. Yet, the best ranked MOEA w.r.t.
improvement through archiving varies considerably from scenario
to scenario. Overall, these observations indicate that a bounded
archiver is a relevant (likely mandatory) component for MOEAs,
specially when the number of objectives considered is large and/or
the range of problems one wants to tackle is wide.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have analyzed how the use of archives, unbounded
or bounded, a�ects the performance of MOEAs. Although previous
works have already studied the bene�ts of archives [15, 22], one
novelty of our analysis is that we use automatic con�guration tools
to tune the parameters of the considered MOEAs for the addition of
an external archive, instead of assuming that there is no interaction
between parameter settings and archives. Indeed, one conclusion
of our study is that such interaction does exist and the presence of
an archive allows MOEAs to use a much smaller population size
that performs a more e�ective search.
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Figure 4: Boxplots of performance di�erences for M = 10 and FEmax = 40000, grouped by MOEA and benchmark function,

depicting the di�erent archiving alternatives. From top to bottom: I rd
H
, Iϵ+, and IIGD.

We have compared the e�ects of an unbounded archive and
two variants of a bounded archive, one based on the multi-level
grid archiver (MGA [23]) and the other based on the hypervol-
ume (AAs [21]). When considering bounded archives with a rather
restricted capacity, a small quality loss was observed in various
scenarios, likely the reason why archives have seldom been used
in MOEAs. Yet, the computational results obtained by considering
unbounded archives, when compared to MOEAs without archives,
generally showed improvements in quality as evaluated by four
standard quality metrics. This was the case even for our time-
constrained scenarios and considering the computation overhead
incurred by archives, which increases with the number of objectives
and the number of solution evaluations. Similar results were ob-
tained if a bounded archive of large capacity is adopted, reinforcing
the relevance of archiving already in the early stages of a MOEA
design. Thus, we conclude that, unless the MOEAs must run under
extremely memory-restricted conditions scenarios, it is better to
use a larger external archive rather than a larger population. More-
over, the use and type of an archive must be part of the design,
tuning and evaluation process, as it will in�uence it.

Our work can be further extended in a number of directions.
The �rst is to consider additional types of archivers with di�erent
properties [27]. In addition, we plan to extend our experimental
campaign by re-tuning all the MOEAs for bounded archives with
various capacities, since our results have demonstrated the impor-
tance of con�guration for MOEAs to adapt to di�erent components.
We acknowledge that our conclusions may also be rather di�er-
ent in the context of combinatorial optimization, where solution
evaluations are often computationally very cheap and the overhead
of the external archives may be more signi�cant than in typical
continuous optimization scenarios. On the other hand, there are
very e�cient implementations of these archiving methods, so their
bene�t or cost remains an open question in that context.
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